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About This Game

The water is rising! Run for high ground!

Can you save the helpless little children? It's up to you to make your way through danger and survive the fury of the tsunami!

Doctor Tsunami is an evil scientist whose off shore drilling operation is causing massive tsunamis that plague the small Popoy
Island Nation.

Play as Barry Shane-Buchan and hunt down the mad scientist causing the tsunamis. There are hundreds of levels. You must
navigate crumbling mazes, run wild chases and save yourself while you rescue helpless victims along the way, before the

tsunami kills everyone.

Beat levels by making it to high ground. Collect stars by rescuing lost children. Stars mark your progress in saving lives,
lowering tidal dangers to open up new levels and regions to explore, full of many more lives to save.

There are over 180 Levels. 17 Regions in a vast progressively-open world map full of villages, cities, beaches and all kinds of
adventure!
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The tide is surging! The surf is up! Only you can stop Doctor Tsunami! If you survive.
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Title: Doctor Tsunami
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
BoolDog Games
Publisher:
Aedis Games Inc.
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doctor tsunami. doctor binocs tsunami. doctor who solar tsunami

I passed the game more than 7 times. I played for each side of the conflict. This game is totally fine.

Purchased to don't be a pirate anymore :3. The best word to describle Fortix is simple. Simple in its mechanics, gameplay, and
visuals.

You'll get about as much mileage as you'd expect out of Fortix for it's $0.99 pricetag, and the achievements are rather
frustrating, as on Impossible difficulty you're going to experience a number of rage-inducing moments.

4/10. Will not connect to any matches. :(. I wasn't too sure with this game to begin with as there were no reviews, but I'm glad I
took a chance with it. The story is original, the atmosphere is good, the backgrounds and scenery is pretty and the puzzles are
varied in idea and difficulty. I don't even have any real complaints other than the ending being a bit lame.. By playing Flashback
I was hoping to get a nostalgia trip and a happy reunion with Conrad. After six hours I wouldn't say it's the best game I've
played, not either a game I put a lot of time in, but I liked getting flashbacks to a bygone era. The steering is more action
oriented than the original and the story is changed a bit. I bought the game on sale on Steam and the low price justifies the six
hours of gaming fun (completed it on Normal difficulty). I don't think I'll be playing through all of the achievments in the game.
However, recommended for a challenging and nostalgic gaming session.
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Did not enjoy. Bad AI, bad controls, bad design layout, gameplay is just nowhere near enjoyable.. Stay away from this game.
When I first saw this series it seemed like a brilliant idea, ironclad vs ironclad hasn't really been done before but the game is
completly uninished and has a complete lack of almost evreything. It takes forever to play even a single engagement, you can't
control your guns, you can only control a few ships at a time not the whole fleet, no custom battles or even any customisation of
the game at all, you can't even get a list of the key bindings and in all honesty I baught this at 90% off on a steam sale. I wish I
hadn't waisted my money. Very few people will find this game worth any amount of time because there is really nothing to do at
all and you'll be bored out of your mind so you're much better off going saving your money and doing some digging for another
game. A decent match-3 game. Certainly not mind blowing, but it does what it does well, despite being a little dated. There is
probably even a decent challenge playing on the non-casual mode, but if you want to just turn your brain off and click around,
casual mode is marvelous for it. Like all match-3 games, it gets a little frustrating when the RNG doesn't go your way and you
have to keep clicking a bunch of pointless areas to try to get to the area you want to be at. And the powerups aren't really
explained at all and once you use them, it may be a while before you can use them again, but on casual, I didn't really need to
use them much at all. It's certainly worth the standard sale price.. DAMN AN\u0130ME RTS?
P\u0130XEL GRAPH\u0130CS(WH\u0130CH \u0130S GOOD)?
AN\u0130MET\u0130C VO\u0130CE L\u0130NES?
COOL HEROES?
TH\u0130CC HEROES(L\u0130THUA MY WA\u0130FU<3)?

ALL YES!
BUT:::::

AN\u0130ME,MANGA WHEN?. I'm oddly conflicted about this one. Overall, I'd say go for it if it's on sale for $5 or less. It's a
short experience that you'll want to play at least twice, and for the most part I'd say it's a pretty good entry-level game into the
genre.

The good:
Soundtrack is great. It's not intense, but more tavern-like.
Atmosphere is fine. For once you're going up a tower instead of down into peril.

Good with a catch:
Lots of different classes to pick from, but there's no real unique development available except for the few SP you can pick in
the beginning.
It does have some replayability to it, but the game is very short. You can practically 100% the game in 5-6 hours. Achievement
runs can potentially take one playthrough if you know exactly what to pick.

The not-so-good:
Mages run out of mana far too quickly, and potions are finite. You really need to conserve your potions. Elementalists\/black
mages don't even get ranged spells until about halfway through the game so if you want to do any sort of ranged damage early
on,  You need to first find the bow in floor 2. . That said, priests\/white mages can hold their ground with a hammer if they run
out of mana.
The flee damage penalty is stupid. Sometimes I won't even know an enemy is near me and I'll take a step and "oh you fleed you
lose 25 hp and your priest dies". It becomes a bit more manageable late-game, but when you need to escape in early-game with
no supplies you really need to use the environment around you to sleep. I guess it helps you be more 'strategic' but still, in a
genre like this it's no longer a good idea.

What would make the game better:
Quick swap on hand selections. Less time needed to waste on opening your inventory to swap spells\/weapons.
Better ranged ability.
Lessening\/removing the flee damage.
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Even with these points in mind, I still found I enjoyed my adventure and will play through again to get the rest of the
achievements. Hope to see more in the future.. This is a "time management" game - plain ans simple.
It works fine in Win7 64bit. good memes
. Disappointing, and too expensive. Enjoyed this on my Android phone, and the prequel on steam. But there is something not
quite right with this version regarding the pump physics. And the menu UI is unnecessarily clunky and non-intuitive. Shame..
Fantastic game. I really wish Dynasty was a tad bit deeper, fantasy drafts, create players etc. I've never had this much fun
playing a football game. It really gives me Blitz the League vibes and i love it. Must have if you're sick of the same old football
game.. A simple tablet game where you move to the left and right to move dots left and right. Could be a good time waster if
you're in the doctor's office, I guess? I'm a dude in front of his PC with 800 other games to play, though, so pass.
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